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Abstract
This article seeks to explain the emergence of a new field of study oriented toward sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives. We argue that this field comes into focus because of three changes in the social context: the introductions of sexuality into sex, of human rights into national laws, and of global into comparative perspectives. Each turn of the social kaleidoscope generates new objects of and rationales for scholarly analysis, along with new ways and reasons to think about existing objects of analysis. Together, these contextual changes inaugurate the global study of sexuality rights and invigorate the comparative study of sex laws. Theoretical shifts accompany the empirical developments. Phenomenological approaches arise alongside their realist counterparts. The consolidation of this new field of study is important not only on academic grounds: It suggests the dynamics of a wider field of policy and practice.
INTRODUCTION
The past decade has witnessed a sharp rise in scholarship on sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives. Matters once unspeakable, and even inconceivable, have entered the ivory tower. One may now, for example, publish a history of bestiality laws in Sweden (Rydström 2003) or write an article on the legal implications of Southeast Asian gonzo porn (Shimizu 2010). This was not always the case and reflects broader shifts in the social context.

In this article, we analyze and review the constitution of this new field of study, paying particular attention to its social foundations—that is, the conditions giving rise to its imagination and institutionalization—and the consequences thereof for the body of scholarship. Our core arguments are threefold, and we assert the following:

1. This is a field that was blocked and is only now emerging. There is still not much of an established literature, in any strict sense, to review.
2. This is a field that is emerging in response to interrelated changes in the wider social context: the infusions of sexuality into sex, of human rights into laws, and of global into comparative perspectives.
3. This is a field that reflects its social foundations. Each turn of the wheel reveals new objects and objectives of study and enlivens old objects and objectives. Thus emerge two overlapping empirical literatures: studies of sexuality rights in global perspective and studies of sex laws in comparative perspective, with loosely corresponding phenomenological and realist theoretical approaches.

Accordingly, our main contributions are to explain the rise and articulate the features of this new field of study. Along the way, we perform the conventional tasks of a review, assessing the existing literature and identifying its shortcomings and future possibilities.

BACKGROUND: AN INCIPIENT FIELD
Our first main argument is that the study of sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives was for a long time blocked and is only now coalescing into a coherent field of study. Indeed, we were surprised by the extent to which this was the case. When we began our review of the literature, we expected to find an old comparative literature on sex laws and a new global literature on sexuality rights. We were wrong. Both legs of the literature are quite new.

This owes to the fact that sex was off-limits to mainstream social scientists for most of the twentieth century, as it involved matters too prosaic, too private, and too taboo to warrant serious scholarly attention. One could analyze phenomena such as sex in the social structure (Parsons 1942) or sex in small groups (Kanter 1977), but the references were overwhelmingly to biological sex—a naturalized opposition between male and female—rather than to sex per se. When the scholarly spotlight did shine on sex, as in the work of Malinowski and Freud, it was kept at a safe distance, located in a far-away tribe or in the nether regions of the infant subconscious. Scholarly pursuits thus were hamstrung.

The small literature that flouted these general conventions focused far more on personal than legal issues, as seen in the landmark—and inflammatory—studies by Kinsey et al. (1948, 1953). Unless the subject were deviants or psychopaths (Goldstein & Kant 1973, Sutherland 1950), sex and sexuality remained sequestered in private spaces—in bedrooms, under covers, and at confessional (Giddens 1993). They hardly breached the sociolegal consciousness. Hence, the literature remained limited.

1 The Kinsey et al. books rank among the most controversial of the twentieth century. They caused public outrage and were widely denounced and banned. Reflecting back on the storm, Edward Laumann said, “People took their reputations in their hands if they attempted to pursue [sex research]” (quoted in CBS 2009). Even 40 years later, Laumann et al.’s (1994) follow-up study ignited a firestorm.
As the social strictures began to lift in the late 1960s and early 1970s, sex research stirred. But the early work tended overwhelmingly to have a domestic focus (e.g., Gagnon & Simon 1968). Comparative and global perspectives on sex or sexuality—much less on sex laws or sexuality rights—remained scarce. The data for such studies were difficult to collect, but more importantly, the rationales for conducting them were thin [see Hirschfeld 2000 (1914) for a dramatic early exception]. A handful of comparative studies broke the mold, but even these rarely extended their gazes beyond developed Western democracies (but see Findlay 1974, Smith 1974). The rest of the world remained shrouded.

From these obstructed beginnings, a field is now beginning to emerge. In the article that follows, we review the growing literature on sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives. As a first order of business, we define our terms to demarcate the boundaries around this developing field. We then seek to explain the emergence of the field in terms of the evolving social context. This helps us account for the literature’s empirical and theoretical proclivities, and it suggests future research opportunities.

BOUNDING THE INCIPIENT FIELD

Given its emergent quality, the field of sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives is difficult to approach without articulating some working boundaries around it. We intend for our boundaries to be flexible enough to accommodate historical changes, yet firm enough to serve as useful heuristics. Although not everyone will agree with all our choices, most will agree that boundaries are necessary in order to proceed.

Sex and Sexuality

We focus on sexual acts and sexual identities—both what people do and who people are. We sidestep important and related matters. In particular, we touch only lightly on the territories of reproduction and population. They encompass abortion laws (long associated with women’s rights and sexual liberation), China’s single-child and other population-control plans, the eugenics movement, and the antimiscegenation policies of various countries (see, e.g., Ramirez & McEneaney 1997, Mattar 2008 on abortion; Robinson 2011 on population). We also skirt the vast territory of gender, despite the close sociohistorical association between gender and sexuality (Richardson 2007). Thus, legal issues encompassing masculinity, femininity, and gender identity, whether they are conceived in traditional or contemporary terms, fall outside our domain despite their obvious importance and salience (see, e.g., Boyle 2002 on female genital cutting; Robson 2007 on transgender marriage).

Law and Rights

We concentrate our discussion on laws and rights guaranteed by the nation-state system. This means we largely exclude regulations emanating from other entities, including communities (e.g., customary law), religious bodies (e.g., canon law and sharia2), and organizations (e.g., workplace regulations). It also means we exclude a variety of informal social controls, such as stigmatization, ostracism, and wife burning. These auxiliary forms of regulation are powerful and significant (e.g., Allman et al. 2007), and we suspect they respond to the same societal transformations affecting laws guaranteed by the nation-state system (see, e.g., Ndulo 2011 on recent changes in customary law). But for the sake of manageability, we mostly bypass them in this article.

Comparative and Global Perspectives

For our purposes, comparative and global perspectives encompass everything from case
studies conducted outside of the United States to regional and cross-national analyses to studies focused on international law and global legal institutions. Although we include a few case studies of developed Western democracies, we do our best to counterbalance these with case studies that focus on other types of countries.¹ We also include studies that embed sex laws and sexuality rights in regional and world economic processes (e.g., the role of global capitalism in facilitating sex tourism), regional and world political processes (e.g., the role of intergovernmental organizations in reforming prostitution laws), and regional and world cultural processes (e.g., the role of human rights in abolishing adultery regulations).

The emerging and expanding nature of the field has yet to produce firm boundaries. Therefore, we intend for those articulated above to help in our approach. We do not intend for them to set limits in stone: Alternative demarcations are certainly defensible.

THE EVOLVING CONTEXT: THE SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF THE INCIPIENT FIELD

Following our first main argument that the study of sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives is only now coalescing into a coherent field of study, our second main argument is that the field emerges as a result of changes in the wider social context. Although a deep history of the causal factors involved is beyond the scope of this article, we see the changes as following from the reconstitution of society spurred by World War II. The war delegitimated models of society built around the particularistic blueprints of nation-state and family and legitimated models of society built around the universalistic blueprints of humankind and individual. We discuss the associated changes in terms of three simple pairings: sex and sexuality, laws and human rights, and comparative and global perspectives. Our general claim is that the construction of the second element in each pair fundamentally altered and energized the first. The attendant transformations established the social foundations of the emergent field. Below we contrast the act of sodomy with the gay identity to illustrate key differences between the twin elements.

Sex and Sexuality

Over the past half century, sexuality infused the realm of sex. Sexuality raced into public consciousness in the 1960s and 1970s as individuals replaced families as the compositional elements of imagined society. On the strength of sexuality’s coattails, sex emerged from sequestration.

The differences between the two are stark. Sex is an act, typically conducted in private. It is evanescent, tied to a specific time and place. Traditionally, sex is defined in concrete relationship terms: What it is depends on whom it conjoins. For instance, vaginal intercourse between husband and wife is conjugal sex. The same act is fornication between the same persons before marriage. The same act is incest between the same husband and his sister, adultery between the same husband and his neighbor’s wife, and statutory rape between the same husband and his neighbor’s underage daughter. The selfsame act is defined in fundamentally different terms depending on the parties involved.²

Sexuality, by contrast, is an identity rather than an act, typically asserted in public rather than private. Sexuality is conceived to be an enduring characteristic of the individual self,

¹We are limited in our ability to gather non-English sources, but we include multilingual works when possible.

²The significance of relationship status in defining sex acts and laws has declined in recent years. It used to be true that a husband who coerced his wife into intercourse had not committed the crime of rape in many jurisdictions. This is the infamous marital-exclusion clause, which today applies in fewer and fewer jurisdictions (Adamo 1989). Similarly, it used to be true that an adult sister who had consensual intercourse with her adult brother had committed the crime of incest in many jurisdictions. This, too, is decreasingly true, although the trend is less striking than in the previous example (McDonnell 2004).
transcending the bounds of time and space, requiring neither action nor expression whatsoever. The heterosexual virgin, unrealized and aspirational, is no less a heterosexual.

The distinction between sex and sexuality is manifest in the distinction between the act of sodomy and the gay identity (Altman 2002, Boellstorff 2005). Although the two are associated in the public imagination, the terms of their association vary culturally and historically (Phua 2010), and neither is essential to the other. Their differences are highly salient in public health circles. Public health experts use the behaviorally determined category of MSM (men who have sex with men) in order to focus on acts rather than identities. HIV risk, obviously, depends on what one does rather than whom one is. But the effort to shift the focus from identity to act meets resistance. Other researchers criticize the MSM term for “obscuring social dimensions of sexuality” and “undermining the self-labeling of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people” (Young & Meyer 2005, p. 1144). Hence, even the labeling of action is discredited because it denies individuals the opportunity to exercise agency over the definition of their own sexuality.

The expansion of sexuality in society is self-reinforcing. The legitimation of each new identity engenders others. Thus, the old gay center on campus morphs into the lesbian and gay center, and then the LGB center, and then the LGBT center, and then the LGBTQ center, and at some point the LGBTQI center, and now even the LGBTQQIAAP center (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered, queer, questioning, intersex, asexual, allies, and pansexual) (Davis & Kennedy 1986, Grabham 2007, Hines 2009, Monro 2003, Scherrer 2008).

The dynamics of the domain extend legitimacy not only to new sexualities, but also to sex itself as private activities become associated with public identities (Foucault 1976). The advent of sexualities provides new ways and new reasons to talk about sex, endowing them with public relevance. Thus a wide range of sexual matters long forbidden from polite conversation gain entrée into civic discourse. Gradually, the public discussion of sex rises above lewdness and prurience: Sex becomes publicly relevant in sexuality’s wake.

The social context, of course, shifts with these changes. The infusion of sexuality into sex both expands and animates the domain, establishing a requisite condition for the emergence of the literature on sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives.

Law and Human Rights
During roughly the same period, human rights bloomed alongside national laws, calling attention to both. Beginning with the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ascendant legal regime embodied the exploding legitimacy of universalistic and individuated models of human personhood in global institutions (Meyer et al. 2010, Somers & Roberts 2008).

Conventionally, laws are national in scope—both established and enforced by the nation-state. They are rooted in citizenship and establish rules and guidelines to regulate conduct. Many laws, especially criminal laws, set unwavering prohibitions. They delineate state controls over citizens’ bodies and behaviors. Laws, like sexual acts, are context specific. An act that is punishable by death in one jurisdiction (such as adultery in Saudi Arabia) may be altogether legal in another (such as adultery in Turkey).6

Human rights, by contrast, are global (or universal) in scope—both recognized and enforced by intergovernmental bodies. Human rights are rooted in nature, or the very fabric of personhood, rather than in citizenship. They

---

6There are also some big differences among the sex laws of the 50 US states. See, for example, Bienen (1998) on the treatment of incest and Decker & Baroni (2011) on the issue of consent in US rape laws.
articulate principles of individual freedom and entitlement. Instead of setting prohibitions, they provide protections. Instead of being imposed by states, they are bestowed upon individuals and granted regardless of citizenship. Human rights weave a comprehensive legal cocoon around individuals, protecting them from persecution and guaranteeing them just treatment on an encompassing basis (Donnelly 2003). Human rights, like sexual identities, transcend context.

As above, the relationship between national laws and human rights can be illustrated by contrasting the act of sodomy with the gay identity. Sodomy laws exist within the prohibitive legal structure of the nation-state, which historically criminalizes acts of unnatural (i.e., nonvaginal) intercourse for violating the procreation imperative (Frank et al. 2010). Gay rights, by contrast, are embedded within the validating legal structure of the global human-rights regime, which authorizes sexualities because they are housed within the institutionalized structure of the individual person (Lopes 2005). As gay rights are recognized and sodomy laws repealed, the confining dimensions of law—its national limits and orientation on social control—are questioned by the legitimizing and distinctly global dimensions of human rights (Donnelly 2003, Ripoll 2009, Tsutsui 2006).

Like sexual identities, human rights tend to be self-propagating, with the institutionalization of one leading to the imagination of others. Consider the expansive language of Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights:

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law . . . . The law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. (UNGA 1966, emphasis added)

Once it is established, for example, that individuals have a human right to asylum based on their political or religious convictions, it is only a short distance to claiming that individuals also have a human right to asylum based on their sexual identities (Frank 2012a, Goodman 2012, Hathaway & Pobjoy 2012). Expansionist tendencies are built into the system.

The key point in all of this is that the emergence of human rights—their imagination and institutionalization—galvanizes the realm of national laws, for scholars and the wider society alike. Long-standing nation-state prohibitions come alive under the new yardstick of universal freedom and justice as the national prohibitions confront the international protections (Boyle & Meyer 1998, Halliday & Osinsky 2006). Even the groups fighting for national recognition do so in universalistic terms with direct reference to their fundamental human rights.

Naturally, the social context shifts with these changes. A new domain of human rights arises and stirs life into the old domain of national (and subnational) laws, establishing a critical condition for the emergence of the field of sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives.

Comparative and Global Perspectives

As sexuality permeated and quickened the realm of sex and as human rights did the same to national laws, so also did global perspectives permeate and quicken comparative perspectives. The seemingly natural association between society and the nation-state increasingly gave way to more unified conceptions of humankind in the wake of cataclysms such as World War II and breakthroughs such as the lunar landing (Robertson 1992, Wimmer & Schiller 2002). The increasing density of global interrelations and the increasing ease of interactions helped attenuate the seemingly intractable boundaries around the nation-state and helped engender a vastly enriched sense of humankind. In the process, the constituent units of comparative
studies—nation-states—hardly lost their relevance, but they found themselves rooted in worldwide soils.

Comparative perspectives typically highlight differences between two or more discrete countries. They tend to assume that each given nation-state is a natural and autonomous object, independent of wider sociocultural embeddings. They typically set out to explain distinctions between rather than similarities among.

Global perspectives, by contrast, typically highlight the shared attributes of nation-states. They tend to assume that any given country is deeply ingrained in broader contexts, affected by global processes or even constituted around global models (Meyer et al. 1997). They typically set out to explain similarities among rather than distinctions between.

As above, key differences between the comparative and global perspectives may be highlighted by contrasting the transitory act of sodomy with the lasting gay identity. The regulatory framework for sodomy consists of domestic laws, which may or may not criminalize the deed (BBC 2012, Cheney 2012, Frederick 2002, Sadgrove et al. 2012). The differences are critical. A comparative perspective directly addresses them. The regulatory framework for gay consists of international rights, which may or may not be respected (Franke 2013). The common standard—protected by intergovernmental and international nongovernmental organizations, such as the United Nations Human Rights Council and the International Lesbian and Gay Association—is critical. A global perspective directly addresses it.

Like sexuality and human rights, global perspectives have self-fortifying properties. As each brick is added to the edifice, other bricks are forged in the fire. For example, the construction of a global gaze (and associated surveillance system) on child pornography (Akdeniz 2008) leads rather naturally, if not always convincingly, to a global gaze on sex trafficking (Dillon 2008, Smith-Cannoy & Smith 2012, Van der Pijl et al. 2011). Organizationally and culturally, one begets another.

The important point here is that the realization of global perspectives breathes life into comparative perspectives. As the former arise—extending historically anachronistic claims of nation-state correspondence and shared human community—the value of comparisons rises accordingly. Global perspectives supply new and compelling rationales for conducting comparative studies, and thus the global energizes the comparative.

The vitalization of comparative perspectives with global perspectives represents a culminating turn of the social kaleidoscope that catalyzes the nascent literature on sex and sexuality in comparative and global perspectives. Changes in the social context bring about changes in scholarly texts. We now spell out the implications of these shifts for the research literature.

FROM CONTEXT TO TEXT: CONSEQUENCES FOR SCHOLARSHIP

Our first two arguments assert that the field of sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives was previously blocked and is only now materializing due to broader societal transformations that were ushered in by the advent of individualism and universalism. Our third major argument is that these contextual changes give rise to the field. Each turn of the social wheel reveals new objects and objectives of study, while at the same time enlivening old ones.

Sexuality and Sex

The rise of sexuality and the reconstitution of sex supplied scholars with new objects of study and new rationales for studying them. Thus, the changing social context spurred the rise of new and rapidly expanding literatures.

The rise of sexuality involves an initial process of ontological elaboration—the constitution of new social objects. One thinks most obviously of the parade of sexual orientations...
from the closet. The march is not always smooth, but it proceeds apace, most recently adding questioning, ally, and pansexual, among others, to the sexualities acronym, LGBTQIAAP (Bell & Binnie 2000, Richardson 2000, Stychin 2001h, Stychin 2004). Once-unacknowledged groups, buried in the social fabric, burst forth into scholarly consciousness.

Cycles of rationalization—establishing reasoned interconnection—follow thereafter. The first spins out interrelationships among the new social objects—the sexualities. This cycle calls attention, for example, to hate crimes (Wells & Polders 2006, Willis 2004) and school bullying (Smith et al. 1999) on the basis of sexual orientation. These behaviors—for a long time routine in social relations—suddenly acquire deeply problematic connotations, as the oppression of minority by majority groups. They call for academic analysis.

A second cycle of rationalization draws interconnections among the new social objects and existing social structures. This calls attention, for example, to sexuality in the workplace, including employment discrimination (Waaldijk & Bonini-Baraldi 2006) and sexual harassment, which emerged in the mid-1970s to refer to unwelcome sexual advances, requests for favors, and other verbal or physical bullying or coercion of a sexual nature. Sexual harassment usually involves a superior’s behaviors toward a subordinate (Saguy 2000, Zippel 2004). Of course, the idea of sexual harassment remained for centuries submerged in patterns of patriarchy and culture. The rationalization of sexuality brought such matters into view.

A final cycle of rationalization reveals how the new social objects relate to existing objects in their host territory—in this case, the territory of sex. We argued above that sexuality reconstitutes sex, providing new ways and new reasons to think about sexual activities. Strikingly, for example, sexuality transforms sex from a procreative activity, tied to the family, into an expressive activity, tied to the individual self (Rye & Meaney 2007), which in turn generates a cascade of reforms in criminal sex laws (Frank et al. 2010). All of this cultural work spikes interest among scholars.

The core point here is that the infusion of sexuality into sex generates new objects and objectives of study. It spurs the opening of scholarly fields.

Rights and Laws

Entwined with the processes above, the ascent of human rights and the subsequent reimagining of national laws opened rich, new scholarly fields. The changing social context animated the literature.

The ascent of human rights, like that of sexuality, begins with ontological elaboration. A new class of moral principles is envisioned and consecrated: “the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family” (UNGA 1948). These principles formalize and legitimize many everyday standards of fairness and goodness and also institute new ones, and in so doing, they invite scholarly scrutiny.

Thereafter follows the tripartite rationalization. First, the new moral principles are interrelated. When the right to freedom from discrimination meets the right to equality before the law, for example, a protoright to freedom from discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation arises (Fullerton 1993, UN High Comm. 2011). The new interconnections open new social and scholarly spaces.

Second, the new moral principles are then appended to existing social structures. When
new human rights standards encounter the old institution of marriage, for instance, their union suggests a right to same-sex marriage (Kollman 2007, Stychin 2001a, Waaldijk 2005). When new human rights standards encounter established family reunification policies, their union suggests a right to same-sex family reunification (Simmons 2008, Stychin 2000). The process generates new scholarly vistas.

Third, and finally, the new moral principles are conjoined with objects in their host territory—in this case, national laws. Through the lens of human rights, for example, sodomy laws may be reimagined as violations of gay rights (Hollander 2009, Kane 2003). Through the lens of human rights, age-of-consent laws—intended to protect children from sexual exploitation—may be reinterpreted as violations of youth rights to sexual freedom (Graupner 2005). Through the lens of human rights, prostitution laws may be reconceived as interfering with women’s (and men’s) right to work (Bernstein 2007, McCarthy et al. 2012, Outshoorn 2004, Wojcicki 2003). Each intersection between new human rights and old national laws produces opportunities for scholarly analysis.

The essential point here is that the proliferation and institutionalization of human rights and the subsequent reconstitution of national laws transform the scholarly landscape. Thus, societal transformations produce new possibilities for academic work.

**Global and Comparative Perspectives**

Combined with the foregoing changes, the intensification of global perspectives and the subsequent reformation of comparative perspectives produced new issues and justifications for scholarly analyses. The evolving social context revealed pathways to new scholarly fields.

At the outset, the rise of global perspectives involves ontological elaboration—the social construction of new entities and processes. The world itself is imagined as a unified entity, and the people who inhabit it are imagined in universalistic terms, as representing a single species and inhabiting a shared moral community (Robertson 1992). A world culture, polity, and economy all surge into being (Boli & Thomas 1999). Global flows of humans come to light, along with global flows of sexually transmitted diseases (Fidler 1996). Previously unrecognized realities take form and demand scholarly notice.

Three rounds of rationalization follow ontological elaboration. The first unwinds interrelations among the newly constituted global entities and processes. When global capitalism meets global migration and travel, for example, one finds human trafficking for sexual purposes (Cree 2008, Smith 2011) and international sex tourism (Cabezas 2004, Pruitt & LaFont 1995, Taylor 2006). When migrant sex workers meet the shared moral community, one finds, for example, international sex worker’s rights (Ditmore & Saunders 1998, Kempadoo 2004). These intersections produce materials for academic examination.

The next round of rationalization sees the new global perspectives tied into existing social structures. It is at these junctures that one observes the productive clash of global and local institutions, for instance regarding so-called sex work (Piscitelli 2007, Swidler & Watkins 2007) or so-called gays and lesbians. In regards to the latter, Massad (2002, p. 363) argues that in the Arab context, “it is the discourse of the Gay International that both produces homosexuals, as well as gays and lesbians, where they do not exist, and represses same-sex desires and practices that refuse to be assimilated into its sexual epistemology.” These are fruitful junctures for scholarly picking.

Finally, the third round of rationalization intertwines the new global perspectives with their comparative hosts. Comparative studies retain their richness and detail, but they gain broader resonance—as instances of more general processes. Placed on a global platform, a comparative study of wartime rape in Bosnia and Rwanda, for example, reverberates with general repercussions for the study of sexual violence during war (Smith & Smith 2011, Vito et al. 2009, Weitsman 2008). Likewise, set in a global
echo chamber, a comparative study of mandatory reporting laws in Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States carries wide-ranging implications for the study of policies requiring specified persons to inform authorities of suspected child abuse (Bell & Tooman 1994). The global reenvisioning of comparative studies unlocks the door to scholarly treasures.

The key argument here is that the infusion of global into comparative perspectives constitutes new objects and objectives of study. Thus, transformations in the wider social context spur the opening of new scholarly possibilities that examine the construction of new social possibilities.

Empirical Bodies

Taken together, the changes described above generate two overlapping bodies of empirical literature: one focused on sexuality rights in global perspective and the other focused on sex laws in comparative perspective. We review these in turn.

The advent of sexual identities spurs a plethora of studies to examine the localized constructions of those sexualities. These studies frequently find disconnects in how sexualities are conceived (Phua 2010), stemming from the fact that global, or Western, conceptualizations do not align with all local conceptualizations (Altman 1997). The disconnections that emerge from the divergent constructions have real consequences for groups claiming rights. For example, De la Dehesa (2010) performs a deep analysis of LGBT activists in Mexico and Brazil and finds that groups in each country utilize different tactics and form different coalitions to appeal for similar sexual rights, for example, antidiscrimination laws and the recognition of same-sex partnerships.

The cases of Brazil and Mexico speak to the difficulties of and differences that manifest in extending sexual rights. Some scholars posit that the more global legal norms intersect with local legal institutions and cultural beliefs, the greater the potential for conflict between the two (Halliday & Osinsky 2006). According to Saiz (2004), the potential for conflict leads to the bracketing of sexuality from particular UN forums despite the large strides made overall on issues linked with sexuality. Moreover, these potential conflicts and the resulting disparate extensions of sexuality rights cultivate a fertile field for academic inquiries.

However, this field is still emerging as more and more rights extend to extant and nascent sexualities. Richardson (2000, p. 128) succinctly describes the inchoate nature of the field by stating, “There is no common or universal agreement about what the term ‘sexual rights’ might mean.” Thus, scholars examine sexual rights as they emerge, such as in the contexts of same-sex unions and marriages (Kollman 2007), asylum and refugee status (Fullerton 1993), citizenship (Bell & Binnie 2000), people living with disabilities (Schaff 2011), and parental rights (Polikoff 2000). A key point for all these studies is that their objects of analysis did not exist until recently: They were only recently constituted by transformations in society.

The field is replete with studies on same-sex unions or marriages. Some researchers focus on the impact of religious influence (or secularization) and global cultural linkages on the legal status that countries confer to same-sex unions (Fernández & Lutter 2013, Kollman 2007). Others find urbanism, wealth, and education level to be significant factors in explaining the adoption of same-sex union or marriage rights in the European Union (Barnett & Saitta 2011). A case study on the adoption of a same-sex marriage bill in Canada asserts that a “normalizing love discourse” alters the view of marriage, such that heterosexual and homosexual love are treated as legal equals (Osterlund 2009). Focusing on the other side of the conflict,
Soule (2004) finds that prior policy environments, citizen ideology, and the presence of interest groups from both sides influence the enactment of same-sex marriage bans in the United States.

Similarly, scholars pay great attention to sexual citizenship, both independent of and together with same-sex unions. Following prior examinations of sexual citizenship for gays and the subsequent extensions of rights to more sexualities, scholars scrutinize the expansion and construction of citizenship rights to transgender (Sharpe 2002) and intersex (Grabham 2007) persons. The enactment of family unification policies for same-sex couples creates another topic for scholarly investigation (Simmons 2008). Moreover, the legitimation of same-sex unions produces an explosion of familial rights that academics quickly seek to understand. Now research can examine a wide range of issues that include access to and experiences with health care systems (McNair et al. 2008, Shields et al. 2012), transgender family rights (Sabatello 2011), and inheritance along with custody rights (Robson 2007).

In short, one big segment of the empirical literature follows, and attempts to explicate, the elaboration of sexuality rights in global perspective. A companion segment studies sex laws in comparative perspective, though increasingly through the lens of global sexuality rights, which indicates and represents the transformations in society. Searches using Google Scholar for terms within the comparative sex-laws literature find that about 30% of the articles refer to “rape” and 20% to “prostitution,” whereas “adultery” and “fornication” appear in only approximately 14% and 4% of the articles, respectively. Moreover, signaling the shifting foci in the literature, “sodomy” appears in merely 7% of the literature, whereas “gay” and “homosexual” appear 35% and 30% of the time. The percentages indicate the literature’s concentration on issues imbued with or examined through human rights.

The recent development of more comprehensive data sets enables broader approaches to sex-law analyses. The dearth and difficulty in collecting the requisite data previously impeded the development of the literature and narrowed the countries available for comparative studies primarily to developed democracies (Frank 2012b, Mackay 2001). Interest in such studies is elevated with the reconstitution of the subject matter and the ability for broader comparisons.

Sex laws are reanimated as they are viewed through the socially constructed kaleidoscope of sexuality rights in global perspective. The kaleidoscope uncovers women’s rights in rape laws (Ajzenstadt & Steinberg 2001, Frank et al. 2009), adultery regulations (Al-Hibri 2000), and restrictions of sex work and sex trafficking (Ditmore & Saunders 1998). Children’s rights reconstruct our understandings of statutory rape and age of consent laws (Graupner 2000). Gay rights transform our views of sodomy bans (Asal et al. 2013, Frank & McEneaney 1999) and persons living with HIV\textsuperscript{12} (Altman 2008). None of the issues are new per se; rather, global human rights offers new approaches to preexisting subjects.

The “discovery” of prostitutes’ rights positions sex work and sex trafficking in diametrical opposition. From one side, sex work strips the latent moral judgments from prostitution and confers agency on sex workers by stressing their freedom of choice and autonomy over their

\textsuperscript{10}These percentages are not mutually exclusive, so an article or book may refer to more than one relevant topic.

\textsuperscript{11}Just as there are now broad considerations of laws and rights, so also are there broad considerations of behaviors and attitudes. Researchers examine sexual behaviors cross-nationally (Wellings et al. 2006) and in previously closed settings, such as Iran (Mahdavi 2009). Moreover, scholars analyze cross-national attitudes toward premarital, extramarital, teen, and homosexual sex (Widmer et al. 1998); countries’ divergent perspectives on adolescent behaviors in relation to sex (Nieto 2004); and even the subjective sexual well-being of older men and women cross-nationally (Laumann et al. 2006).

\textsuperscript{12}The establishment of individuals’ right to health now requires countries to provide antiretroviral treatment for refugees and migrants (Amon & Todrys 2009).
bodies (Kempadoo & Doezema 1998). In fact, the human rights framework is used to justify the decriminalization of sex work (Wojcicki 2003). Research from this perspective focuses on how the workers view and interpret their own participation in the sex trade (Agustín 2005, Piscitelli 2007). From the other side, sex trafficking views prostitution as a contemporary form of slavery, violating women’s rights and requiring greater international efforts toward eradication (Androff 2010, Cree 2008, Hubbard et al. 2008). There are unequivocal differences in the voluntary versus coerced participation between the two. However, the fact that both constructs arise from the same process demonstrates that the reexamination of older issues does not necessarily create congruent constructions.13

Furthermore, countries’ policies for curbing the spread of HIV/AIDS come under scrutiny after people living with HIV are conferred human rights. Travel restrictions on entry, stay, and residence for HIV-positive individuals are no longer viewed as effective or responsible public health measures; they have become human rights violations (Amon & Todry’s 2008). The same is true of laws requiring people infected with HIV to disclose their HIV-positive status to their sexual partners (Hoppe 2013). Thus, the human rights lens fundamentally alters the accepted practice to the point of delegitimization, and new ways to study HIV policies emerge.

The rise of sexuality rights in global perspective invigorates the study of sex laws in comparative perspective by establishing new approaches to the raw materials and new rationales for studying them. Thus, the shifts in society produce a plethora of possibilities for scholars to pursue by examining established topics as well as nascent ones.

## Corresponding Theoretical Bodies

Just as the literature coalesces into two overlapping empirical bodies, so also does it coalesce into two overlapping theoretical bodies, and the two roughly—though we stress only roughly—correspond. Global studies of sexuality rights tend to fall nearer to the phenomenological end of the theoretical spectrum, and comparative studies of sex laws tend to fall nearer to the realist end (Meyer et al. 1997). We explain below.

Studies of sexuality rights in global perspective generally lean in the phenomenological direction, prioritizing meanings and models over actors and interests. They approach “actors” and “interests”—or in our case, “sexualities” and “rights”—as socially constructed phenomena, dependent on cultural and organizational structures for their very existence. The phenomenological tendency derives, at least in part, from the fact that sexualities and human rights are exploding into social consciousness before our eyes. Thus, the author of a 2005 study entitles his piece, “Is zoophilia a sexual orientation?” (Miletski 2005). The question is not settled; the answer is not known. Likewise, the author of a 2008 piece highlights sharp disensus over the implications of international human rights law for sexual freedoms and sexual identities. Although some matters are fairly settled (such as the right to consensual, adult, private intercourse), other matters are certainly not (such as equal rights to nondiscrimination in employment) (Fellmeth 2008). Amid such cultural ferment, a hard-line realist theoretical approach is itself unrealistic because it is unable to account for the interpretive constituting processes.

To illustrate the inclination of global studies of sexuality rights toward the phenomenological, consider a characteristic piece that analyzes the diffusion of same-sex union rights in Europe between 1988 and 2009 (Fernandez & Lutter 2013; see also Sáez 2011). The authors

---

13The advent of female sex tourism blurs the distinctions, as research focuses on the meaning men attach to the sex work (Herold et al. 2001, Pruitt & LaFont 1995, Taylor 2006). The fundamental distinction of coercion remains salient, but economic inequality receives greater attention because patriarchy is no longer relevant. Overall, male sex work is an understudied phenomenon in the literature and garners far less attention than female sex work.
approach sexual rights not as natural or established facts—they clearly are neither—but as cultural claims or models. The question at the heart of the piece concerns the adoption of the model. One key factor is the ever-expanding global human rights regime (Risse et al. 1999).

Of course as models are more widely adopted, they grow increasingly institutionalized—built into cultural and organizational landscapes. Apparatuses of law (such as the 2006 Yogyakarta Principles, which apply international human rights law to sexual orientation), structures of medicine (such as the discovery of the so-called gay gene), and machineries of commerce (such as the multibillion dollar pornography industry) all are made and assembled. As it all happens, gelatinous models harden into everyday facts. “Actors” and “interests” become actors and interests. “Sexualities” and “rights” become sexualities and rights. The elaborating social fabric enables the recognition of previously unnoticed discriminations and inequalities (Higdon 2008). Realist theoretical accounts begin to make sense because they explain the operation of socially constructed facts. The processes give rise to a loose body of comparative studies of sex laws with a realist edge. They feature actors, such as social movements, that pursue their interests, such as legislative reforms. One characteristic study, of the so-called gay rights clause in the South African Constitution, is drenched in realist imageries (though not comparative). The study features a movement with strategic alliances, mobilization, master narratives, and effective lobbying during the constitution-making process (Cock 2003; see also Caballero 2011, De la Dehesa 2010). Such accounts imagine real people making real differences in the real world, ignoring their socially constructed origins.

To summarize, we see the current literature falling into two loose theoretical camps, which roughly correspond with its two empirical camps, although there is substantial blending. Global studies of sexuality rights tend to be more phenomenological—focusing on the rules of the game. Comparative studies of sex laws tend to be more realist—focusing on the winners and the losers.

CONCLUSION

The surprising finding here—surprising to us, at least—is the following. When we set out to examine the literature on sex laws and sexuality rights in comparative and global perspectives, we expected to find an older and established literature consisting of comparative studies of sex laws and a newer and emergent literature consisting of global studies of sexuality rights. We were wrong. The older literature does not exist. There never were (many) comparative studies of sex laws until global studies of sexuality rights offered them legitimacy and salience. Our expectations thus were overturned: They took for granted the legitimacy sexualities have achieved.

The extension of this legitimacy remains to be explored fully. The current literature largely clusters on hot topics such as human trafficking or sex work, same sex unions or marriages, and sexual citizenship. The field would benefit from scholarly work pursuing the topics that receive less attention—because they are taken for granted (straight rights), because they are stigmatized (pedophile rights), or because they are not ontologically elaborated (intersex rights). This would illuminate the current limits of the human rights regime. As the scope of human rights expands, our academic pursuits must follow.

One implicit theme in much of the foregoing warrants explicit mention. The changes in social context that we deem central are not only relevant for the rise of a scholarly field; they are also highly relevant for the rise of new models for state policy and individual practice (e.g., González-López 2005, Kalra & Bhugra 2010, Wellings et al. 2006, Widmer et al. 1998). The global versus local constructions of sexualities and their appended rights generate problems analogous to fitting square pegs into round holes. For example, an individual may be denied
asylum for failing to match a Western template of a particular sexuality (Millbank 2009). The construction of homonormative models should be as circumspect as heteronormative models because the global experiences exhibit and engender expansive differences.

Of course, this is still an emerging field. Huge numbers of issues remain to be “discovered” so that they can then be examined. The social kaleidoscope continues turning, after all, revealing new patterns and sequences. We expect that the literature will follow the turns.
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